We present an extension to DL-based taxonomic reasoning by means of the proposed inference fusion, i.e. the dynamic combination of inferences from distributed heterogeneous reasoners. Our approach integrates results from a DL-based system with results from a constraint solver under the direction of a global reasoning coordinator. Inference fusion is performed by (i) processing heterogeneous input knowledge, producing suitable homogeneous input knowledge for each specialised reasoner; (ii) activating each reasoner when necessary, collecting its results and passing them to the other reasoner if appropriate; (iii) combining the results of the 1
based approaches are particularly appealing for applications such as ontology reasoning in the Semantic Web, where taxonomic reasoning has been recognised as one of the core inferences [4] . Moreover, DLs use the notions of concept (i.e. unary predicate) and role (i.e. binary relation) to model declarative knowledge in a structured way. Using different constructors defined with a uniform syntax and unambiguous semantics, complex concept definitions and axioms can be built from simple components. Therefore, DLs are particularly appealing both to represent ontological knowledge and to reason with it.
Unfortunately, the expressive power needed to model complex real-world ontologies is quite high, so that ontology reasoning was initially ruled out of the list of services to be provided by ontology management tools [6] . Nevertheless, the OIL/DAML+OIL effort has re-introduced the issue of ontology reasoning as a first-class problem, providing a solution within the framework of a DL-based, frame-centred approach [4] . However, despite its expressivity, the OIL/DAML+OIL approach does not yet provide practical support to reasoning with concrete domains or local constraints (i.e. role-value maps). This is because the knowledge model of the iFaCT DL engine [7] , which provides the deductive services for the ontology inference layer, does not currently include concrete domains or role-value maps.
During the last few years, much research has been devoted to the development of more powerful reasoning systems, Although single-purposed reasoning systems have improved substantially, their homogeneous approaches are limited in two ways: (i) the expressive power of their representation is restricted in order to ensure computational tractability, completeness and decidability; (ii) the specialist nature of their reasoning means that they are only successful at carrying out particular inferential tasks. For instance, DL-based systems specialised in the construction of concept taxonomies from concept descriptions while constraint programming tools solve constraint problems. Although in the past there has been some research on the integration of hybrid homogeneous reasoning [8] , little has been done on the integration of heterogeneous reasoning, e.g. the integration of DL-based and constraint-based reasoners.
Some approaches have been proposed to include concrete domains-and predicates on these domains-in DL-based concept definitions which are normally restricted to abstract domains. Despite the diversity of their representations, most of them are based on ALC [9] and its expressive successor SHIQ [10] and extend the original tableau-based algorithm [9] in different ways. It has been proved, however, that reasoning about extensions of ALC with concrete domains is generally intractable [11] . This problem can be mitigated only if suitable restrictions are introduced in the way of combining concept constructors [12] .
Homogeneous reasoning systems (or systems with homogeneous inference algorithms) have encountered the difficulty of finding the right "trade-off" between expressiveness and computational complexity. We believe that if a knowledge model is too expressive to be analysed within the framework of DLs, then other representation and reasoning paradigms must be jointly used. Therefore, it's reasonable to consider a that a hybrid approach to heterogeneous knowledge management may provide, among other things, a wider and better support to ontology reasoning. The benefits of such an approach in the context of ontology sharing through the articulation of ontology interdependencies is highlighted in [13] .
In this paper, we thus present a generic schema to extend existing DL-based systems with the ability of representing and reasoning with numeric constraints.
Our idea is materialised through a hybrid modelling language DL(D)/S, and supported by an implemented hybrid reasoning system (HRS), Concor.
Practical approach for hybrid reasoning
Inference fusion is a generic schema for dynamically integrating heterogeneous inferential engines [14] . More specifically, we focus on a particular class of inference fusion-based HRSs, which fuse the T-Box deductions from a DL-based taxonomic reasoning system with constraint satisfaction inferences from a constraint solver under the direction of a global reasoning coordinator.
In order to ensure the autonomy of both inferential sub-systems (hereafter, referred to as engines), there should be a reliable mechanism responsible for the communicating between them. For this purpose, we introduce the bijection, linkage, which is responsible for mapping the intrinsic data structures in the DL-based system to the data structures in the constraint solver and vice versa.
Linkages ensure that (i) the results from one system can be fed into the other system without increasing the original computational complexity of these two systems; and (ii) no changes are required on either reasoning system, i.e. the underlying inference algorithms remain unchanged.
A Hybrid Knowledge Base (HKB), denoted as Π KB , is first processed by a Π = pi parser which fragments the descriptions and splits them into three sets, namely:
(i) Π DL , i.e. a set of DL-oriented statements which do not exceed the expressive power of the selected DL-based system, (ii) Π non-DL , i.e. a set of non-DL statements which contains the concrete knowledge filtered out to form Π DL , and (iii)
Π linkage , i.e. a set of linkages which are one-to-one relations connecting DL and non-DL statements.
As a result, instead of reasoning with constraints directly, DL-based systems provide inferential services without being aware of the existence of constraint reasoning. All the information related to concrete domains is removed from concept definitions. Thus, only the proper DL-based constructors which are admitted by the selected DL-based inferential engines are left.
The reasoning results from the non-DL system are reflected into the DL one using linkages. Therefore, the hybrid characteristics of our approach are evident in the "polymorphism" of linkages which are regarded as atomic concepts in the DL-based inferential engine while act as legal objects in the non-DL reasoning system (e.g. constrained variables in CSs). Golden-couple and Senior-citizen). Thus, the reasoning results w.r.t. AGE x from the constraint solver are fed into the DL-based system. Subsequently, the subsumption relationship between Senior-citizen and Golden-couple can be detected by the DL-based (taxonomic) reasoning system.
Hybrid DL-based modelling with DL(D)/S
In this section, the hybrid modelling language DL(D)/S is proposed to illustrate the applicability of inference fusion in extending the DL-based systems.
DL(D)/S extends ALC with various types of concrete constraints. Note that,
because of the generic characteristics of inference fusion and the common availability of linkages in DLs, the use of ALC is not mandatory, i.e. other DLs could have been used for our purposes.
Syntax and Semantics of DL(D)/S
ALC concepts are built as follows. Let A be the set of concept names, C the set of arbitrary concept descriptions, R the set of role names and n an arbitrary non-negative integer. Starting The interpretation of ALC constructors is shown in Table 1 .
ALC has been extended with the ability to describe concrete knowledge. [17] and RACER [18] .
Despite the difference in expressive and deductive powers, traditional approaches which extend DLs have concentrated on enhancing the algorithm originally devised for ALC [9] , i.e. create a tableaux containing both concept con-structors and constraint predicates, during which process, the complex intervention of abstract and concrete knowledge is inevitable. Thus, adding concrete domains (e.g. numeric constraints) directly to expressive DL-based systems may result in undecidable inferential problems [11] .
We introduced the hybrid modelling language DL(D)/S ( Table 2 ) in order to extend DLs with concrete domains while avoiding a significant increase in the computational complexity of the DL-based systems [14] . 
i.e. for every value of the concrete image of H i , there exist values in every
A DL(D)/S-concept C/ξ (where ξ is the set of concept-local role cardinality con-ξ = xi straints that may be empty) is satisfiable w.r.t.
Our hybrid concepts capture both abstract knowledge and RC constraints.
However, constraints need to be "wrapped" as they cannot be directly processed Non-RC-constrained concept: If the concept is defined with the RC constrained roles acting as the subject of numeric role cardinality restrictions, (i)
creating an existential role restriction to replace every sub-concept referring to RC-constrained roles; (ii) generating a set of numeric constraints to represent the numeric role cardinality restrictions; (iii) defining an atomic concept into the HKB and conjuncting it to the original concept at the same logical level.
Concepts will not be changed otherwise.
For instance, the previous Machine Tool example is transformed into (and Machine Tool (some has-axis) (some has-airpad) C1 axis-pad)
where the RC constraint (i.e. α = 2β) is replaced by C1 axis-pad introduced as an atomic concept. Meanwhile, if a concept in the same HKB is defined as (and Machine Tool (atleast 4 has-axis) (atmost 4 has-axis))
it will be normalised as:
(and Machine Tool (some has-axis) C2 axis-pad)
where the RC constraints (e.g. {|has-axis| ≤ 4}) is extracted and replaced by C2 axis-pad because that the same roles (i.e. has-axis and has-airpad) have been restricted by RC constraints in other concepts from the same HKB.
If we define that all concepts contains roles that restricted by RC constraints as RC related concept, then:
1. If two concepts C and D are RC related concepts (i.e. ξ may be empty but the concept contains roles restricted by RC constraints), the subsumption relationship between DL(D)/S concepts is defined as follows:
• let C' and D' be the normalised concept definitions of C and D;
• let ξ C (ξ D ) be the union of original RC constraints ξ C (ξ D ) and those generated from the normalisation of concept C (D).

Then, D/ξ D C/ξ C if concept D' is subsumed by C', i.e. D C and constraint set ξ D entails constraint set
2. If otherwise the normal DL-based reasoning will be carried.
The hybrid concept is similar to the concrete datatype in SHOQ(D) [16] .
However, our approach differs from the latter in three aspects. Firstly, all the concept constructors are interpreted solely in abstract domains; associations between abstract and concrete domains are realised by an assignment function through hybrid concepts. Secondly, more complex global constraints can be modelled using role value constraints. Finally, the overall inferential process is distributed across different (specialised) engines and thus the overall complexity of the reasoning task may be reduced.
Hybrid reasoning with constraints
Our linkages are based on two observations. Firstly, DL-based systems can specify subsumption relationships between concepts (the "told" knowledge). For instance, in the iFaCT system [7] , one can specify concept A to be subsumed by concept B as (implies A B). Most other DL systems such as Loom [19] and RACER [18] have the same functionality.
Secondly, it is possible to obtain an ordering (e.g. quasi-ordering [20] ) with the help of constraint solvers 2 . For instance, the entailment between two set of constraints can be seen as an ordering.
Ordering of constraints
When domain reduction can be carried out thoroughly and the constraint system can reach a stable status, the inclusion relationships between reduced domains are passed to the DL-based system. Such approach applies to cases when (i) variable domains exist independently; (ii) their images in DL-based systems can be extracted from the rest of a KB and (iii) the extracted knowledge can be referred to as an independent object in the KB. For instance, the life-span of human beings whose domain is 0 . . . 150 can be isolated from others easily and defined as a atomic concept in a DL-based knowledge base.
When constrained variables appear as the role number restrictions, the domain reduction technique is not applicable. Because constraints can be considered as the set of tuples of legal values that the constrained variables can take simultaneously [22] , an inclusion between different sets of tuples can actually be established and manipulated.
The relationship obtained among concrete constraints is described by a quasi-ordering. A formal definition on the new concept, quasi-ordering, is introduced as follows:
Let α and β be the sets of compound labels (tuples). We say that α is prior to β in a quasi-ordering with regard to a model Σ, if every tuple in β also exists Σ = sigma in α, i.e. β |= Σ α. In this case, we also say that β is tighter than α.
Note that the ordering among constraint sets is a partial ordering as it is reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric. In cases when such ordering are mutual, α and β are equivalent.
Constraints in DL(D)/S-KB are manipulated in two ways. Global role value
constraints are removed in the sense that the same restrictions can be achieved by reducing the domains of constrained objects (i.e. maintaining a path consistency among the associated constrained domains of concrete images of the hybrid concepts). On the contrary, local RC constraints are enhanced by explicitly expressing the restrictions which are otherwise implicit (i.e. discover the entailments ordering and the disjointness).
Hybrid reasoning system, Concor
Concor is composed of four major parts: engine interface, user(and KB) interface, internal storage and reasoning coordinator which is at the heart of Con- 
Hybrid reasoning with examples
We will use a toy example to demonstrate the merits of our hybrid approach.
Assume that an estate agency X maintains a database of floor plans. Each design contains certain types of constraints on the number and style of rooms.
The HKB is as follows:
(def-role 'has room) (def-role 'has bathroom) (def-role 'has bedroom) (def-role 'has internet plug) Reasoning about the above HKB with traditional DL-based systems may be either (i) possible but at the price of computational complexity, e.g. reasoning about the individual shapes; or (ii) not feasible, e.g. the reasoning with constraints on role cardinalities.
After the hybrid reasoning, a series of nontrivial conclusions can be drawn from the above example as:
Ensuit Design Dorm Design
We have presented a new approach which extends taxonomic (DL-based) systems by combining the results of existing non DL-based reasoning systems. This approach aims at enabling inference fusion by dividing an input hybrid KB into smaller components, each containing the knowledge that can be processed by a different specialised reasoning system. Results of inferences are then fused.
Benefiting from the use of independent inferential engines and the polymorphous linkages which are required to have consistent semantics within different systems, our approach to inference fusion does not depend on a specific DLbased system or constraint solver.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of our ideas, we have presented a hybrid modelling language, DL(D)/S which extends ALC and illustrated its usage in the context of inference fusion by means of an example.
The Concor architecture is proposed as the platform of carrying out inference fusion which has several advantages, such as system extensibility, simplicity and component isolation. Implementation of Concor system is completed which fuses inferences from the iFaCT DL-based system [7] and the Ecl i ps e CS [23] . Small test cases have been reasoned about by Concor system giving promising results. Although no formal analysis of the Concor system has been made, its complexity can be estimated as follows:
• DL system: since we do not explicitly introduce any new type of reasoning or new concept constructors or operators, the complexity of the DL system remains unchanged. Meanwhile, by introducing a hybrid approach, we avoid the complex interventions between symbolic role number restrictions and other conceptual constructors by introducing the former through hybrid "wrapping" concepts. This removes one of the major sources of computational complexity [24] with regard to the extensions of DLs with concrete domains, if, again, only the DL-based inference is considered.
• Constraint reasoner: Finite Constraint Satisfaction Problems (FCSPs) are NP-complete as a general class [25] . Pragmatic results show that the performance varies from system to system. For a thorough analysis on different constraint systems, please refer to [26] .
• Reasoning coordinator: thorough analysis on the algorithms working with the reasoning coordinator is forthcoming.
A formal evaluation of Concor and the theory of inference fusion using real-life examples is forthcoming. 
